Technology
Electricity Module

By Andrew Jones
(G.M.C.S.)

Objectives: Students should be able to…
•
•
•

Explain: what is electricity?
Apply safety rules while working with electricity
Wire a residential house circuit
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What is Electricity?

This morning when you used your hairdryer or your lamp, did you wonder
what flowed through the wire to make it work? Is it magic?
It is electricity, (I know that’s what everyone tells me), but what is
electricity?

Assignment 1:
Watch two Videos:
• Electricity and Circuits Link1 and Link2 (stop at the 5:20 minute
mark)
Try to complete the Electricity Worksheet. For the parts you can’t answer,
check information on the next page.
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Electricity Explained
Everything in the world is made up of atoms. Atoms
consist of three parts: Protons and a nucleus in the
center and electrons orbiting around the outside.
Metals have electrons but the outer most electrons
are not tightly connected to their nuclei. That means
they are “free electrons” because they can easily
move between atoms. Electricity is the “flow of free
electrons”.
What makes the electrons move? Electrons have a negative charge. In
science, opposites attract. If there is a positive charge at one end of the
circuit, the free negative electrons are pulled towards it. The attraction is
called Electromotive Force (EMF).
The electrons in the outer ring of the atom are farthest from the center of
the nucleus so it is more easily pulled away. Think of the force of gravity on
earth. The further away, the less gravity holds us down. Electrons furthest
from the nucleus are the easiest to pull away.

Gold Atom

If everything has atoms, them why use metal wire? Look at the Copper
Atom diagram, and notice that single electron way out there in the outer
ring. That makes it a good conductor of electricity. (i.e. single electron and
quite far from the nucleus). Now, look at the gold atom, would it make a
good conductor of electricity? Why?
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Activity 1: Electricity Worksheet
Answer in your workbook!
1.

Where are electrons located in an atom?

2.

What charge does an electron have?

3.

What two things are located in the center of an atom?

4.

What keeps the electrons orbiting around nucleus?

5.

What is the name of the force that causes electrons to move away
from the nucleus?

6.

When a switch in a circuit is open (turned off), what are the Free
Electrons doing?

7.

Once the switch is closed (turned on), the positive attraction causes
the __________ to flow.

8.

What is electricity?

9.

Materials that allow the flow of electrons from negative to positive
are called _____?

10. List 3 good conductors.
11. What is the most common metal used in wires?
12. Why not use gold as wire since it’s free electron is farther away from
the nucleus than copper?
13. Safety Warning: What three problems can happen when you when
you connect a short wire between the positive and negative ends of
a battery?
14. Why isn’t it a safety issue when to connect a short wire with a light
in the circuit? (2 reasons)
15. The plastic on a wire is called an ___________.
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Activity 2: Electrical Safety
In the US, 400 people die each year and 10,000 fires start
as a result of short circuits. In N.B., you have to be a
qualified person to do any electrical in your own
home. Electrical safety is serious business! The
Canadian Electrical Wiring Code specifies how all electrical
wiring must be done to make the circuil safe.
A circuit is anything connected
by wires to a power source.

Assignment 2:
Watch the Home Depot Electricity Safety Video at the link
on our website (link)
- Complete the Electrical Safety Worksheet
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Activity 3: Circuit’s Lab
There are three basic types of electrical circuits:
1. Simple Circuits: Simply wires leading to and
from a load device such as a light. There can
be a switch in between.

2. Series Circuits: Several loads
connected in a way that if one light
burns out, they will all go out. Ex.
Some Christmas tree lights are
made this way.

3. Parallel Circuits: The proper way to wire
lights in a house. If one goes out, the rest stay
on.

Assignment #3:
1. Use recycled wire to construct each of the circuits.
- Remove the sheathing but leave the insulation.
- Use only the black and white wires.
This is practice for the big project. Show your circuits to the teacher
before going on.
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Activity 4: Project
We are going to construct a typical wall circuit in a house.

Note: If you are taking apart an old project,
leave the boxes fastened to the board AND
only loosen the screens in the devices –
NEVER take the screws all the way out to
remove the wire.

The Circuit will consist of:
• Two lights controlled by a switch
• An electrical outlet (plug-in)

Assignment 4:
1. Build a typical parallel circuit that includes two lights, wired in
parallel, controlled by a switch, and an electrical outlet (plug-in) by
following the instructions on the next page.
Have your instructor inspect the circuit before applying
current.
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Project Instructions
1. Start with the Electrical Panel.
a. Run a wire from the panel to the junction
box. (leave at least 20 cm of extra wire
– you’ll need it)
b. Strip 16 cm (6 inches) of sheathing off
each end. Then remove 1 cm (1/2 inch)
of insulation off each wire at the ends.
c. Connect the White wire to the
Neutral Bus, and the Black wire to
the Breaker. Attach the bare ground
wire to the Ground Bus Bar.
d. I’ll connect the Hot and Neutral wires
from the Electrical Panel to the Power
Source for you later.

Ground Bus
Bar in the
Breaker Panel
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2. Wire the Outlet:
a. Run a wire from the junction box to the
duplex receptacle (the outlet). (leave at
least 20 cm of extra wire – you’ll need it)
b. Strip 16 cm (6 inches) of sheathing off
each end. Then remove 1 cm (1/2 inch)
of insulation off each wire at the ends.
c. Just “rough in” the Junction Box (that
means don’t connect any of the wires in
the junction box yet because there will
be more wires eventually).
d. Connect the wires to the outlet as
shown. Apply Electrical Tape (remember
from the Safety video in Activity 2).
Note: The Black wire goes to the copper
screw and the White wire goes to the
Silver Screw.
Roughing In – putting the
wires in place but not
connecting them

This video will help you if you have any problems:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDRgGUHzw7Q
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3. Wire the Switch
a. Run a wire from the junction box to the switch. (leave at least 20
cm of extra wire – you’ll need it)
b. Strip 16 cm (6 inches) of sheathing off each end. Then remove 1
cm (1/2 inch) of insulation off each wire at the ends.
c. Connect the wires in the Junction Box. That means all three
Whites together… all three Blacks together… all three grounds
connected to the box. Cap the joints with MARR Connectors and
tape (remember from the Safety video in Activity 2)
4. Connect the Switch and the first light
a. Run a wire from the switch to the light. (leave at least 20 cm of
extra wire – you’ll need it)
b. Strip 16 cm (6 inches) of sheathing off each end. Then remove 1
cm (1/2 inch) of insulation off each wire at the ends.
c. Connect the wires as shown in the illustration. Use MARR
Connectors and tape where needed.
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5. Connect the first light to the second light.
a. Run a wire from one light to the other. (leave at least 20 cm of
extra wire – you’ll need it)
b. Strip 16 cm (6 inches) of sheathing off each end. Then remove 1
cm (1/2 inch) of insulation off each wire at the ends.
c. Think about where you will connect the wires to the light to make
a Parallel connection.
6. Time to do a safety check. Make sure…
a. All joints are secure (so the wires
can’t come apart)
b. There is no bare copper showing on
the black or white wires.
c. Ground wires are connected to each
box
7. Important: Have your teacher inspect the
circuit before going any further!
8. Screw the devices to the boxes and put
covers over boxes where appropriate.
9. When the teacher connects the Panel to
the power sources, the circuit is ready for
testing!

Finished Project
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Activity 5: Electrical Outlets
The Electrical Codes in Canada specify the type of outlet needed for the
greatest level of safety. The most common outlets are 15-amp duplex
receptacles—the outlets designed to accept standard plugs for most small
appliances and lamps. Duplex mean “two”. In other words, there are two
places to plug in an appliance. Receptacle to us means “plug in”.

Duplex
Receptacles

Specialty outlets like ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) and
tamper-resistant outlets (TRO) are also duplex receptacles. They are
required by code in most areas. We’ll learn where these must be located.
Two things to consider when selecting the outlet:
1. What will be plugged into it (how much amperage it will draw)?
2. The Electrical Code requirements for safety

Assignment 5:
Find the “Type of Electrical Outlets” Worksheet. Skim through information
below and fill in the sheet.
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Home Depot’s Information
on Electrical Outlets
Receptacle Types
15-amp duplex receptacles – The duplex receptacle has been the
standard electrical outlet in American homes since the 1960s. Each
of the two outlets has a long (neutral) slot, a shorter (hot) slot, and a
half-round grounding hole.

Combination Outlets – Combination outlets are space-saving
designs that provide two features in one device, such as an outlet
with a guide light, a GFCI outlet with a switch or a switch with an
outlet.

GFCI – A ground fault circuit interrupter receptacle protects from
hazardous ground faults. This can happen when someone combines
electricity and water, or if an electrical appliance becomes damaged.
The GFCI will trip and quickly turn off power if the current leakage
reaches a potentially hazardous level. Code requires GFCI
receptacles be installed in bathrooms, wet areas of kitchens,
basements and outdoors.
Tamper Resistant Receptacles – These receptacles are signed to
help protect children from electrical injury, they have a built-in shutter
mechanism that blocks insertion of most small objects. The shutters
only open when a properly rated plug is inserted. Once installed, they
are permanent, offering continuous protection unlike plastic outlet
caps that can be removed.
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Weather-resistant receptacles – Used in damp or wet locations,
such as patios, decks and pool areas, or any other residential
outdoor location. The 15-amp and 20-amp weather-resistant outlets
are built with UV stabilized thermoplastic and corrosion-resistant
metals for superior performance outdoors, including cold impact
resistance. Note: Outlets in damp or wet locations should always be
installed with weather-resistant covers.
Rotating outlets – These outlets can be positioned to accommodate
more than one of the large transformer-type plugs from cell phone
chargers, hairdryers, cordless appliances, MP3 players, night lights
and more, eliminating the need for power strips.

Specialty Outlets
Many appliances, tools and electronics require specific types of electrical outlets
in order to operate safely and at peak efficiency.
20-amp outlets – If you are installing a receptacle where you will have
high-current devices, such as small appliances in a kitchen, 20-amp
receptacles are essential. Twenty-amp outlets have a horizontal slot
connected to one of the vertical slots in the outlet.

Surge suppression outlets – Surge suppression receptacles, like
surge protectors, are designed to protect sensitive electronic equipment
from power spikes without the need for power strips.

Split circuit receptacles – A split receptacle has two outlets each
wired on a different circuit/circuit breaker, or, with one outlet live and
the other controlled by a switch. With a split receptacle you can have
a wall switch to turn a light on or off or remotely control one plug-in
location but not the other. To make a regular duplex receptacle into a
split receptacle, just pry off the two metal tabs.
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30-amp or 50-amp 125V/250V receptacles —Some heavy-duty
appliances, like a clothes dryer or cooking range, or power tools
require a 125V/250V receptacle, which has a special prong
configuration.

Ungrounded outlets – Old homes built before the mid-1960s may
have ungrounded outlets. These outlets are similar to standard duplex
receptacles but they are missing the u-shaped grounding hole. Houses
with these outlets should be rewired so they are safer.
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Activity 6: Using A Multi-meter
Find the multi-meters located in your work area. (There
should be more than one).
Each meter can perform a number of functions. They
measure:
•
•
•
•

AC Voltage
DC Voltage
Resistance
Amperage

Assignment 6:
a) Watch the video on using a multi-meter. Link
Now you are ready to start the Conductivity lab. Answer on the
Conductivity Lab Worksheet. If you can’t find answers on the worksheet,
scan the information sheet on the next page.

b) Look at the Multi-meter tutorial so you’ll know how to
measure each item.
The tutorial is located on the following pages. It shows you exactly how to
measure each voltage using the multi-meter. Complete the Conductivity
Lab Worksheet.
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Measured with a Multi-meter
Symbol

A

Name

Unit

Explanation

AC Voltage

Volt

DC Voltage

Volt

Resistance

Ohm

Alternating Current – the
electrons move ahead and
back. It is the electricity that
flows in a building.
Direct Current – electrons flow
in one direction. It is electricity
that comes from a device that
uses a battery.
Resistance is anything that
slows down the flow of
electrons. Any device such as a
light bulb has some resistance.

Current

Amps

• If there is no resistance
(multi-meter measures “0”),
then the material will
conduct electricity. This is
called Continuity.
• If the multi-meter measures
“1”, then the wire is broken
or the material is not a
conductor.
• Always check resistance in
a dead circuit (no electricity)
The amount of current flowing.

An analogy:
Voltage – Similar to the water pressure coming out of a hose.
Current (Amperage) – Similar to the flow, or amount, of water coming out
of the hose.
Resistance – Similar to the hose size that restricts how much water can
come out of the hose.
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Multi-meter Tutorial
Source: http://www.ladyada.net/library/metertut/voltage.html

Measuring Voltage:
There are two separate modes for AC and DC voltage. Both
will have a V but one will have two lines, one dashed and one
solid (DC) and one with have a wave next to it (AC). Set your
meter to DC for testing batteries.

DC

Example 1: Testing batteries
The first battery we'll test is a new
1.5V alkaline. This one is a AAA but
a AA, C or D cell will be the same
voltage. Set the meter to DC.
Chose the number as close to the
actual voltage as possible.

We read 1.588V, which you may
think is a mistake, after all it’s a 1.5V
battery so shouldn't it be 1.5V? Not
quite, the 1.5V written on the side is
just a nominal voltage, or the
"average" but in reality, an alkaline
battery starts out higher, and then
slowly drifts down to 1.3V and then
finally to 1.0V and even lower.
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Next, change the setting to measure a 9V
alkaline battery.

For this new battery we get 9.6V.
Remember that battery voltage is nominal,
which means that the "9V" is just the
average voltage of the battery. In reality, it
starts out as high as 9.5V and then drops
down to 9 and then slowly drifts to 7V.

If we want to check a rechargeable AA
battery, and it's set to a 20VDC range, we
will read 1.3V, which is about what a fully
charged NiMH battery will measure.

Finally, I test a lithium 3V coin cell, it’s at
2.7V which means it's getting near the end
of it's life.
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Example 2: Testing wall wart (adapter) plugs
Testing wall adapters is also very handy, especially when you build your own
circuits.

The first kind we will test is a transformerbased adapter.

Note that the label says
Transformer. It requires
120VAC input. The output is
9VDC at 300mA. The polarity
symbol shows that the middle is
positive, the outside is negative,
thus we place the ground (black)
probe on the outside and the
positive (red) probe on the
inside.
Yow! 14V? That's not anything
like the 9V on the package, is
this a broken wall wart? Turns
out, its totally normal. Transformer-based wall will be at least what is printed on
the box. For example, with this adapter it means that when drawing 300mA, the
voltage is guaranteed to be higher than 9V.
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Lastly, we'll test a 9VAC adaptor, which outputs AC voltage instead of DC.
Basically this means that there's still a transformer inside, but no rectifier. This is
also an unregulated supply

Note that is is similar to the
transformer-based DC supply we
checked out first

Note again that the label says transformer. It requires 120VAC input, US power
only. The nominal output is 9VAC at 300mA. The output is indicated twice, once
at the top "AC/AC" and then again in the output designator "9V AC"
We test the output, but get 0V! That's when we remember that the multi-meter has
to be in AC voltage mode.
Switching over to AC, we get a good
reading, 10.5VAC. This is an
unregulated supply so again we are
going to get a voltage higher than 9V.
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Example 3: Testing Wall output
This is the 'easiest' test. Set your meter to AC and just shove the two probes into
a wall socket. If you're clumsy and think you'll somehow electrocute yourself, don't
do this. Many people freak out about this test, but ironically it's what the multimeter was designed to do.

About 120V, as
expected

Note:
The multi-meter should always be stored with the dial in the off position
because it continually sends out an electrical charge from a 9-volt battery
when used in the resistance mode. Leaving it on will deplete the battery.
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Activity 7: Wire and Cable
Wire and cable really refer to the same thing.
They consist of copper wire surrounded by plastic
sheathing (i.e. a conductor surrounded by an
insulator).
The Black wire inside is always “Hot”, and the
White Wire is always “Neutral”. The bare
copper wire is always “Ground”.

Assignment 7: (Optional)
1. Look at the writing on the wire that we use in this module. Use the
information on the “Reading Wire Information” page to answer the
questions on the worksheet.
2. Look at the “Circuit Wiring” page to answer the questions on the
worksheet.
3. Use the “Canadian Electrical Code Book” Information page to
make the right decision that follow the code.
4. Use the “Joining Wire” Information page to answer a couple of
questions.
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Reading Wire Information

Type — This label will most commonly read NM. NM stands for nonmetallic sheathing, which means it has a soft/flexible sheathing which
doesn’t’ stand much damage. BX wire has a flexible metal sheathing which
can stand more damage.
The “D” rating represents a heat rating up to 90OC. Example: NM-D90

Material — Most wire will be marked “CU,” for copper. Not all wire is
copper. There were times when Aluminum was used.
Voltage rating — Example: 300 or 600 volts, though the number can vary.
The number indicates the maximum voltage the wire can safely carry.
Gauge — This number is the gauge (size) of the individual wires inside the
cable, such as 14, 12, 10, etc
We often refer to wires by saying 14/2 or 12/3. This means: the gauge
(size) followed by the Number of wires wrapped in the sheathing. This
number doesn’t include the bare ground wire.
Certified: Indicates that the cable is safety certified and approved for use
by an official safety agency. Two agencies are: Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) and Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
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Circuit Wiring
A circuit means all the devices (outlets,
lights, switches, etc.) that are connected
together by wire on a single circuit
breaker.

An electrical
Panel containing
several circuit
breakers
Source (Pic):
http://www.familyhandyman.com/

Circuit Breakers are located in the electrical panel and they run off heat. If the circuit
heats up, the breaker should trip or reset. It is there to protect you from shock or fire in
case there is a problem with one of the devices..
It’s important to understand a few basics about the electrical circuits in your home:
Wiring: 15-amp Versus 20-amp
This refers to the thickness of the wire. Most homes in Canada are wired with a
combination of 15-amp and 20-amp wire.
•

A 15-amp circuit is usually served by 14-gauge wire and is protected by a 15-amp
circuit breaker or fuse.

•

A 20-amp circuit, protected by a 20-amp breaker or fuse, must be served by 12gauge or 10-gauge wire. The thicker wire ensures the wires do not overheat
under a 20-amp load. This is used for a device that draws a lot of electricity.
These devices draw a lot of power so they will require a 20 amp circuit:
o Some bread makers
o Some power tools

The easiest way to determine whether the circuit is 15 or 20 amps is to look at the breaker
or fuse in the breaker panel that goes to that circuit.
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The Canadian Electrical Code Book
The code book specifies the regulations that electricians
have to follow when wiring a house.

How many devices can you put on one circuit?
The answer depends on how much electricity each
device is expect to need. The Canadian Electrical
Code states the minimum requirements (these are
just a few):
• Around a kitchen counter you are only allowed 2 outlets per circuit,
but you must have an outlet every 3 feet (1 meter).
• A microwave requires it’s own dedicated 20 amp circuit because it
draws a lot of current (no other devices allows on this circuit)
• An island (counter in the middle of the floor) must have one outlet
minimum.
• You are allowed up to 12 outlets on a 15amp circuit but it would be rare
to put this many. The same is true for lights (max of 12 lights).
• You need an outlet every 4.5m in a hallway
• There has to be one smoke detector wired in (not battery operated)
per floor.
• GFI (Ground Fault Interrupt) Outlets must be installed in bathrooms
within 1 meter of a sink or within 1.5m of a kitchen sink.
• Outlets need to be every 1.8m along useable wall space in a living
room or bedroom (behind a door is not considered livable space)
• Must have 1 circuit per car bay in a garage (could be several outlets on
that circuit).
• Garage Doors require a ceiling outlet be installed
• Each of these devices required their own separate circuit:
o Iron

o Dishwasher

o Microwave

o Washing Machine

o Fridge

o Freezer

• Wires must either be run inside the wall, or in metal conduit (pipe), if on
the outside of a wall.
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Wire Colors Information:
The color of the wire indicates the size, and function of the wire. It makes it a
little easier too to trace in your electrical panel. Here is what the color
indicates:
• Blue Wire – Special Arc Fault protection for bedrooms
• Red Wire – 220 volts (often used for baseboard heaters)
• Yellow Wire – (replaces the old white 10/2 wire) – 12 gauge with
rated up to 20 amps
• Orange – 10 gauge wire
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Joining Wires Information Page
We join wires with safety and conductivity in mind. If a wire comes loose, it
can present a shock hazard, and it can create a short circuit that could
cause a fire.
All joints (connected wires) must be in a Junction Box.

Junction Boxes

Insulation Removal – Normally, the first step in
splicing or terminating electrical conductors is to
remove the insulation. Use the utility knife to
remove 8 cm of sheathing. Then use the wire
strippers to remove 1 cm of insulation.

To prevent shock hazard from exposed wire, the wires should be covered
with an insulated material. A plastic connector called a Marr Connector, a
Marette (or sometimes called a Wire Nut) is a good way of protecting rat
tail joints.
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Activity 8: Joints Lab (Optional)
Joints Lab: We are going to practice 3 special types of joints that we will
do make with our bare hands (no pliers to twist the wire). They are: Rat
Tail, T-Joint, and Western Union. Follow the guide to complete the activity.
Keep making joints until you fulfill the testing criteria.
There are three special types of joints that we will make.
1. Get some recycled wire if it’s available (about 20 cm long) and
remove all the sheathing (but not the insulation). Get about 6 pieces.
Note: If you are taking apart an old project, leave the boxes fastened
to the board AND only loosen the screens in the devices – never take
them all the way out to remove the wire.
2. Cut about 7.5 cm (3 inches) of insulation from the wire. This is more
than you need but it will make it easier on you fingers to twist the
wire.
3. Follow the instructions for each type of joint.

Rat Tail
A splice that is used in a junction box and for connecting branch circuits.
The wiring is placed inside conduits.
Requirement: 6 turns and no
exposed copper showing when
covered by a Marette connector.

Safety Note: Always use a knife by cutting
away from yourself!
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Tap Joint
This type of splice is used to splice a
conductor to a continuous wire. Get a
20cm piece of wire and cut about 2cm
(3/4 inch) of insulation away from the
center of the wire. Use one of the
previous pieces you cut as the second
wire.
Requirement: Make 6 nice tight turns.

Western Union Joint
A simple connection known as the
Western Union joint is used to splice
small, solid conductors together. This
is a very strong splice. Use the wires
that you prepared previously. Wrap
the wires as shown in the diagram.
Requirement: 6 nice tight turns on
each side of center.

(Source of diagrams:
http://www.tpub.com/neets/book4/12t.htm)

Safety Note: Always use a knife by cutting
away from yourself!
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Testing Criteria for joints:
1. All - See if each one has 6 turns.
2. All – Each turn should be tight and close together.
3. Rat Tail – Put on a Marrette Connector and make sure no copper is
showing. Copper showing presents a shock hazard and a chance for a
short circuit.
4. Tap Joint – Make sure it is wrapped tightly so it doesn’t slide up and
down the wire that it is connected to.
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Assignment 8: Electron Theory (Optional)
Text: Basic Electricity Text such as Intermediate Electricity: 3rd Ed. By Frank Long

1. Draw a copper atom.
• Name the parts
• Indicate the charge for each part
• Make sure you have the correct number of electrons in each shell.
2. Create an illustration that explains the “Flow of Free Electrons”. Use
the text to assist you.
3. Where do we find out the proper (safe) procedures doing electrical
wiring in Canada?
4. Who can make changes to electrical circuits in N.B. residences?
5. Diagram the electrical symbols use on contractor’s blueprints for each
device as found on the inside cover of the textbook.
a) Battery

f) AC Voltage Source

b) Light

g) Push Button

c) Fuse

h) Ground Wire

d) Switch

i) Wires

e) Resistor

j) Plug-in/Outlet

6. Read the Electrical Safety information sheet from SMUD and prepare
a 6 posters series (each advertising one particular safety topic)
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Additional Sources:
Cable and Circuit Breaker Diagrams:
http://www.make-my-own-house.com/electrical-house-wiring.html
Outlet wiring diagram:
http://www.electricaloutletwiring.org/electrical_wire.html
Wiring Diagrams:
http://waterheatertimer.org/How-to-wire-GE-15312-timer.html
Types of Circuits:
http://www.hometips.com/how-it-works/electrical-wiring-101.html
What is electricity photo:
http://gizmodo.com/5965577/what-is-electricity
Interactive Lesson:
http://www.andythelwell.com/blobz/
Multi-meter Tutorial
http://www.ladyada.net/library/metertut/voltage.html
Best Multi-meter Video Tutorial:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bF3OyQ3HwfU
Great Information and wiring diagrams
http://www.buildmyowncabin.com/default.html
Watch ONE of the online safety video. Develop a list of 10 important electrical safety rules from the
video.
Safety Dog: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSV4djQmvqA
Electrical Safety:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNot2owIv8c
10 Shocking Facts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UE7R9AF0Wpw
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